Manure piles grow roses and breed snakes (the warmth from composting manure makes an ideal nest) as I well-know.

There is always a dynamic in nature, which, when properly considered, works to balance things out.

Good grows out of evil, and evil grows out of good.

So it is that the SV40 proteins, which have been known to cause cancer for two decades, are known pollutants.

And those known pollutants were added by Pfizer and other drug companies to the Covid vaccine.

Apparently, they wanted to promote the explosion of cancer that is gripping most of the developed and now-vaccinated world.

But that "benefit" for the medical corporatocracy came at a price.

The addition of these known pollutants to the Covid vaccine activates a loophole in the so-called Teflon Law protecting these corporations from lawsuits.

Bring on the Ambulance Chasers.
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